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The dd is a command which stands for “data  duplicator”. This command is used for copying
and converting data. The  dd command simply copies standard input to standard output, read in
 512-byte blocks. You can use the dd command to back up the entire hard  disk or partition.
Using the dd command you can also backup the MBR.

  

Go through this tutorial and understand the uses of dd command.

  #1 – Create Backup of Existing Partition
  

The following command will create a backup of the entire partition /dev/sdb1 and write to /back
up/sdb1.img
file.

  dd if=/dev/sdb1 of=/backup/sdb1.img    

Sample Output

  16064937+0 records in  16064937+0 records out  8225247744 bytes (8.2 GB) copied, 123.319
s, 66.7 MB/s    #2 – Restore Backup to Other Partition
  

Now restore the data to another empty partition /dev/sdb2. Execute the below command to do
the restoration.

  dd if=/backup/sdb1.img of=/dev/sdb2    

Sample Output

  16064937+0 records in  16064937+0 records out  8225247744 bytes (8.2 GB) copied, 197.688
s, 41.6 MB/s    

You can see the content on the new disk /dev/sdb2. This will look like a replica of /dev/sdb1.

  #3 – Create Duplicate Partition with Existing
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You  can directly create a duplicate partition using the existing partition.  Use the following
command to replicate the partition /dev/sdb1 to /dev/sdb2 without creating any backup file.

  dd if=/dev/sdb1 of=/dev/sdb2    

Sample Output

  16064937+0 records in  16064937+0 records out  8225247744 bytes (8.2 GB) copied, 221.431
s, 37.1 MB/s    #4 – Clone the Existing Hard Drive
  

In  the above steps, you learned how to copy the entire partition. Now I  have to copy the entire
hard drive /dev/sda with two partitions to  another hard drive /dev/sdb. First, use the below
command to copy the  first 446 bytes. Which will copy the MBR from the first disk to the 
second. This will create the second disk bootable as well.

  dd if=/dev/sda of=/dev/sdb bs=446 count=1    1+0 records in  1+0 records out  446 bytes (446
B) copied, 0.00174812 s, 255 kB/s    

Now make sure the partitions on /dev/sdb match with /dev/sda.  Once this is done, you can
copy each partition one by one to new hard  drive:

  dd if=/dev/sda1 of=/dev/sdb1  dd if=/dev/sda2 of=/dev/sdb2    #5 – Backup and
Restore MBR to Image File
  

Let’s  create the backup of MBR to an image file. Execute below command to  backup MBR of
/dev/sda drive to the /backup/backup-mbr-sda.img file.

  dd if=/dev/sda of=/backup/backup-mbr-sda.img bs=512 count=1    

Sample output

  1+0 records in  1+0 records out  512 bytes (512 B) copied, 0.0115243 s, 44.4 kB/s    

The next step is to restore MBR to another disk. Use the following command to do it.

  dd if=/backup/backup-mbr-sda.img of=/dev/sdb bs=446 count=1  
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